YOGA CAT

Color & Play Book

By: Kids Yoga Garden
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Yoga Cat stands up tall. Take a deep breath and
exhale through your nose.
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Yoga Cat loves to move! Stretch your arms and lean
side to side like a moon. Say, "Meow".
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Yoga Cat stretches their arms out to the sides like a
shining star. Can you be a big star?
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ROAR!

Yoga Cat stretches strong like a warrior. Point one
foot forwards and bend your knee, roar like a big
jungle cat. "ROAR!"

Yoga Cat lifts their tail up to the sky. Press your
fingers, look back at your toes and pretend you are a
dog.
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Yoga Cat is stable and strong. Lift your back leg and
check your balance, can you be still like yoga cat?
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Yoga Cat likes to wiggle like a worm. Press your
hands down and lift your head up off the ground.
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Yoga Cat makes the shape of a wobbly boat. Sing,
"Row, row, row your boat" and try to float!
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Whew, are you tired yet? Yoga Cat stretches out their
legs and lifts their arm high like an arrow. Say,
"Meow".
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Yoga Cat makes a bow. Use one arm to grab your
back leg and kick your leg to open your heart.

Yoga Cat is so sleepy now. Lie on your back and take
a big yawn, it's time to rest. Well done!
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The End
Thank you for joining Yoga Cat on a yoga adventure. This
story was created by Rosalie Wilmot, founder of Kids Yoga
Garden Ltd. in Chiang Mai, Thailand. For resources and
more information, visit kidsyogagarden.com.
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About us:
Founded in 2016 by a team of educators, artists,
yogis and foodies– Kids Yoga Garden lives to
create a multicultural meeting place centered
around experiential learning in English.
Our activities are child-centric and offer playful
ways develop your child’s senses. Each activity is
a blend of subjects that makes participation
active and engaging.From after school
programs, to weekend camp, to bi-weekly
home school meet-ups, summer camps and
private events, Kids Yoga Garden strives to bring
creativity and laughter into early childhood
learning.
When we nurture creativity, we nurture the
possibility of creative problem solvers to
interact with the challenges facing the next
generation.

